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Introduction. 
Y. Matsushima and A. Morimoto [5J solved the problem raised J. P. Serre: 
Owing to them， every complex analytic fibre bundle whose base and fibre are both 
Stein manifolds is a Stein manifold if it's structure group is connected. Replacing 
“Stein" with “weakly l-complete" in this problem， we shall investigate some 
situations in which complex analytic fibre bundles form weakly l-cornplete maniIolds. 
In ~ 1 we shall see that every analytic principal fibre bundle over a Stein 
manifold with connected structur咽egroup is weakly l-complete. This fact was already 
announced in H. Kazama Moreover he studied strong q-completeness of 
abelian Lie groups in and of Lie groups in [4J. 日eobtained stronger 
result in case of ab剖iangroups. Vl!e are to be assurec1 that just the same 問 sultas in 
case of abelian groups is valid even in case. 
1n S 2 we shall give a condition for holomorphic vεctor bundles to make weakly 
l-complete manifolds. It is clεar that c!osed submanifold of a weakly l-complete 
manifold is a1so weakly Therefore wεmay well start with the assumption 
that the base space is weakly l-complete， since it can be regarded as the O-section. 
Wεsha1l see that a holomorphic vector bundle over a weakly l-complete manifold is 
weakly l-complete， if it is ¥.veakly negative in the sεnse of S. N akano [7J. 
This note is a rewrite of mast町、 thesisof the author二日ewould like to express his 
cordial gratitude to Professors E園 Sakaiand C. Waumabe under v'1hom he studied in the 
last two years. 
~ (). Pr・eliminari忠s.
A complex manifold M is said to be weakly l-comρlete if there exists a real-valued 
function (jJ of class C∞ on M with the following two properties : 
(1) For any real numbεr c， i X E M I <rA，x) < cl is a relatively compact subset of M. 
Pres己ntaddr官邸 ToyamaColleg巴oIT日chnology.
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The Levi Form L(妙。fcp is positive semi-definite. 
Replacing the condition (2) with the fol1owing we call M a strongly q-comρlele 
manifold: 
(3) L(cp) has at leastη~q+ 1 positive eigenvalues， where n denotes the complex 
dimension of M 
a complex manifold which admits a smooth plurisubharmonic (or strongly 
q -pseudoconvex) function 伊 divergingto∞ at the boundary is called a weakly 
l-complete strongly q-complete) manifold with the exhausting function cp・
0.1. LEMMA L Let 1 be a holomoゅhicβmctionon a connected comρlex Lie groulう.
111 is then 1 isa const，αnt. Moreover a boundedρlurisubharmoηた伽zctionon a 
connected abelian Lie groゆ isreduced to αconstant. 
Since the is a holomorphic mapping of the 
number field into the Lie group for every left-invariant vector field， it is clear by Liou-
vile's theorem that 1 1Sconstant on any l-parameter subgroup. Therefore 1 iscon-
stant in some neighbourhood of the unit elemenL By the ulliqueness of analytic continu-
1 isreduced to a constant. 
We can prove similarly the second half， observing that the complex number field 
admits no bounded subharmonic function except for constants and that abelian Lie 
group i8 entirely covered wIth l-parameter subgroups. 
。.2. Th忠 twocomplex Lie subgl'oups Ko and GO 0 
Let G be a complex Lie group， and K be the maximal compact subgroup of G. 
The Lie algebras of G， K are denoted g， f We consider the complex 
Lie subgroup K 0 corresponding to the comがεxLie subalgebra fハj-1 f. Since the 
components of the representation of G are holomorphic on G and bounded on 
Ko， the above lemma concludes that i8 an abelian group contained in the center of 
G， which i8 nothing else but the kernel of the representationo 
Ko is independent of the choice of K， for maximal compact subgroups are mutually 
conjugate (Iwasawa OJ). It is easy to see that J(o is a characteristic subgroup of G， Le. 
every holomorphic automorphism of G leaves invariant。
A Morimoto [6J introduced a subset GO of G as follows : 
GO = 1x E G I 二ご for al f E (1) t， 
where e denotes the unit element of G， and (1) (G) the ring of a1 holomorphic functions 
on G. He proved 
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THEOREM 1. The following aSSel的 nshold: 
(1) (;0 is a com戸lexLie subgroup closed 仇む αndco幻tainedin the center 01 G. (;0 lS 
a characteristic subgroupザー G.
(2) The grOUjうG/GO is a Stein mamfold. 1 N is a normal co悦1うlexLた
such tfωt G/ N is a Ste仇 thenNコGO.
(3) GO is coηηected and al Yl.n，Um'Un"IJV!.IFβrnctioまzson GO aJ営苦lecessaJilyconstant. 
As for the relation between thεtwo central characteristic subgroups Ko and GO of 
G， Ko C GO is clear from the above lemma. When does it occur that GO? A. 
Morimoto answered as follows : 
THEOREM 2町 Thelo!lowuzg conditioねsare mutu.'lly eGl'~n'aU?1U 
(1) G is holomorphically convex. 
(2) GO is 
(3) Ko = GO. 
(4) 1(0 is c/osed in G. 
Thε Lie groups without non-constant holomorphic functions， such as GO， are called 
(H. C)-groups. We see that an C)-group is necessarily abe1ian， considering it's 
adjoint representation. Of course a1 compact groups are (H. C)-groups， while (H. 
C)-groups are not always compact. In fact， A. Morimoto constructed an (H固 C)-groupof 
arbitrary dimension 1，主2，which contains no complex torus of positive dimension. This 
construction contains simultaneously such an example that K。ヰGO，since GO (= G) is not 
compact. 
~ 1. Compl肥xanalytic prindpal fibre bundl官Sover a Stein manifoId. 
1.1. A function 01] an (図。む)-group.
Let G bεan (H. C)-group of dimension n. Since every (H. C)-group is abelian， G is 
isomorphic to Gn/ r for some discrete subgroup r of C". Let r be generated vectors 
dj， ds linearly independent over R. Then the generators span Cn oVer C， or other-
wise G contains a complex line as a direct product factor. Therefore after suitable 
change of coordinates we may put 
r=くe]，・ en， U1，…， (q= 2n-s)， 
where e; denotes the i -th unit vector of Cn for i =1， 2，・.， n. Let K be the maximal 
compact subgroup of G and f the Lie algebra of K. Then 
くe1， en， U1，…， uq)R 
(ej，…， e n， / -11m U j，…pJ-11mMq〉R-
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From this representation of I ， we can see easily， 
r(i/二了 Tニ <1mU" "'， 1m 
Let us choose suitable vectors v" 0" ， Vn-q in Rn such that 
cn= <e]， en， / -11m u" …，/亡11mUq， / -1 v" …， /-1 
Then there exists a non-degenerate realη)-matrix似合 suchthat 
q n-q 
h=Zldj IZT114J+21。:+qUJ・
Every (ZI，…， zn)εcn has the following representation : 
(Z19 3f)=21262イ戸T31221州 1mUJ 
? ?????? ↓? ??
Vj， 
where Zi ニ Xi+ j -1 for i = 1， 2，…9η園
Let us consider the following 
cn 3 (Z1， …， Zn)1ー →(2312 21yzs?)E fzn← 
This mapping can be regarded as defined on G because it is r-invariant. Let us denote 
this mapping by tp : G-• Rn- q • It is clear that tp satisfies the conditions of the fol1ow回
ing lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Lei G be四 (H. dime地ヅonn， and f be the Lie 01 the 
mαximal 01 G. 11 the dimensioη if (ij一1f is q， there exists 
a majう訪問gtp: G一一一→Rn-q， the 仇:gco刀di万ons:
(1) tp is a nU7nU1nor:仲間n G into the additive group Rn-q. 
For any real number ι1 X E G 1 1 1 < c I isa compact subset G， 
where 1• 1is the Euclidean norm 01 Rn- q • 
(3) 11 we choose a suitable 仰 l(z i) 01 local coordiJ似たsof G， (aψ，j az1， • ・・ ， a tp，jaz n) 
is a matrix 01 m(!~inuû タ whose entries are al constaηts 
う'ecialy，al the deγivatives second order 
coordinates vanish 
。1/coordinate 
tp with to these 
102， Jf:ibrebundles over a Stein manl.fold。
The aim of this section is to prove the foilowing theorem. 
THEO及EM3. Let P(B， beα bundle over a Ste問
B with com官ectedstructure group G. Let GO denote the (H. C )-subgroゆ G
iniroduced A. and KO， 0 the ma:JCimal co仰向ct 01 GO， it's Lie 
Let be the Lie ゆ correspoη tof 0ハJ士1fO， 
and q deno品ethe comρlex dimension 01 Kg. 
Theη， the iotal space P isω and (q十
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Proof The total space P can be regarded as a principal fibrεbundle with structurε 
group GO over P" which stands for a principal fibre bundle over B with structure group 
GIGO. Since G/Go is a Stein maniIold Theorem 1， the conclusion of Matsushima-
Morimoto [5J affirms that P， isa Stεin manifold. 
Accordingly， we have only to prove for a principal fibre bundle whose structur・e
group is an (H. C)-group and whose base is a Stein maniIold. We replace P(瓦 G)with 
P(lvI， GO) anew， vvhere the base M( =P，) is a Stεin manifold. 
Let us take a locally finite open covering 1 Uλ¥'EA of M such that P is trivial on 
each Uλ・Supposethat P is defined by 1-coむycIe
e )，μ:UλnU/1-一→GO， C¥，μE 
We denote by n， q the complex dimension of GぺKgrespectively， Let 
<p :GO~一→ Rn-q
be a function satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2. Then the composition 1 tp 0 e '¥f.1 f is 
also l-cocycle， since <p is a homomorphism. Therefore 伊oe AI-'t can be reduced to a 
coboundary of some O~cochain lAt ，立fwe use a p 呂創1工Y討ι司t廿咽
tωo lUλA I . Namely， there exist functions 
Y-，: Uλ一一→ (A E 
such that 
伊。 ελμ=0"一九， (んμuj).
Let us consider the mapping on each P I U -'defined as fol1ows， 
Uλ x GOョ(丸 t;)トー→ +正Rn-q
Since <p is a homomorphism， this mapping is well defined global1y on p，
denoted by o : P一一一→ Rn- q •
and will be 
As Stein manifolds are charact訂 izedto be strongly l-complete， there exists a 
strongly pseudoconvex function 1Jf on M which diverges to∞ at the boundary of M 
Let 7[: P一一→ M be the canonical projection. Using a function f{x) 江可司ヨlLwe 
put 
ψ x 0 w 0 π+ f 0 o， 
where X is a function X : R -> R， (x， x'， x"> 0) suitably chosen later. 
Then the Levi form L(<jJ) ofψis as follows， where (ω~) is local coordinates of M 
on UA， and (zμ) of GO satisfying Lemma 2. 
L(lt) = L(X 0 ψo 7[) + n-q elf ;j 2: 2: ~---";ヱ士百 dw~ dw1 
(;J i;:;" elx' eIωid2411 八八
+J51蒜 7作品州十zl手配)
ELA n r ) .' (説子炉+~ ~'f' V dzν)w、 ν~l dZ 
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Considering a compact refinement if necessary， we may assume that ( i and their 
partial derivative in the above formula are a1 bounded on each coordinate neighbour-
hood. Besides， the partial derivatives of first order of f are a1 bounded. Therefore， if
we choose suitably a function X in the well known way， the sum of the first and second 
terms is positive definite on every U A• The third term is non-negative since the Hessian 
of f ispositive definite everywhere. Consequently， is positive semi-definite. Now 
let us estimate the rank of Since (θq;/3z¥ …， 3q;/ 3z n) is a matrix of maximal 
rank， we can that degenerates by q from the maximal rank. 
It is clear that 1φ < c f 1Sa relatively compact subset of P for any real c， ifwe 
observe bou吋ednessof 1;，' 
Thus we have that P(B， is l-complete and strongly 
(q +-l)-complete with the exhausting function ψ@ 
A complex Lie group can be regarded as a principal fibre bundle with structure 
group GO over GO， which i8 a Stein manifold Theorem 1. Therefore Vife obtain 
COROLLARY. Every complex Lie group G is strongly (q+-l)-complete 'Nith an 
exhausting plurisubharmonic wherε q denotes the complex dimension of Kg. 
REMARK. This corol1ary guarantees the巴xistenceof a plurisubharmonic function ψ 
on a complex Lie group G such that rank ゆ codim On the other r加 lk
L(砂)三玉 codim K 0， since ψ is constant on b吃causeof Lemma 1. Consequεntly， it
foHovvs that Ko Kg. This fact is proved more directly， for we can find out a 
maximal compact KO of GO such that ) } KOコ
H. Kazama [2J， C 4Jproγed that G) (or i8 a strongly (dim GO +-l)-complete 
manifold with exhausting function. Moreover， according to his paper 
[3J， ifG is then Ko Kg and G admits a plurisubharmonic functionψ 
such that rankω= codim Ko. 
The result whic上 holds in case of abeJ.ian groups is established even in general 
case by our theorem. 
It would be clear that our result is the precisest one concerning to strong 
q-completeness with respect to plurisubhanrlOnic functions. 
~ 2. Holomorph:ic v凹 to1'!nnuUes. 
Let π E --. M be a hoiomorphic vector bundle over a complex manifoid M of 
dimension m， with fibre Cn. We suppose M 
the introduction. We take an open 
U i • Let E be dεfined l-cocycle 
l-complete， by reason mentioned in 
I ofM such that E is trivial on each 
eij: n ←ー → GL(η，C)， 
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in such a way that (ム3
Pi ρj， t;i =ei)あ)cj・
E Ui X C" and (ρj， tj) E Uj X Cn are identified if and only if 
We introduce an Hermitian metric h on the fibres of E 
each U i as a positive definite Hermitian matrix : 
This is represented on 
九 Ui-→ GL(n，C)， 
whose (ん μ)一componentwill be denoted by h i初・
Th配a-connectionθwithrespect to the metric h is defined locally by 8i h-;lahion 
each This is an (n，η)-matrix whoseεntries are differential forms of type (1， 0). 
The (λ，μ)-component is as follows ; 
。liAμ= n m ー っ月hU17: A 2: 2: hrっ=告'-dzi， 
α~lτ =1 O/"i 
Is the local coordinates on U i. where 
The 
follows: 




zλμα長2:2: hf^ I h 一一一一一一 一一一)ρ，T，σ ¥ i é)z~ e)zβ iJz7♂Eβj 
The following definition is due to S. N akano [7J， 
DEFINITION. A holomorphic vεctor bundle is said to be tositive 
if there exists a fib1'e metric h such that the nzη)-matrix 
Hi = (HiVI10s)， hωθ 
is positive definite (or negativεsemi-definite) everywhere. 
Let M be weakly l-complete with the exhausting function伊-
functionψon E defined by 
ψ = ωoπ ート h. 
We consider the 
Of course 1x E E I r/A.x) < cf is a relatively compact subset of E fo1' any c E R. Let us 
seek a condition under which the Levi form ofψis positive semi-definite. Denoting by 
(Z")， (c:;，) the local coordinates of base， fibre respεctivel)ヘ wecan compute (where the 
subscript i i8omitted for simplicity) ; 
(jψ a2 ({! 
iJzαe)zβ e)zαe)zβ 
(jh^J.i ~l -;O:" 
十5FFEλC"，
ahNI =言古f~ぺ(jψ ahA7I ~l 一 T"P:U .? e åz α å~μλθzα 




H;;tws= 2: h 'i;ρ 並主立主主~ _ (jhl乙
戸 τρ aza e)zβ e)zαiJzβ 
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By these preperations we can write 





The last term i8 non-negative since h-1 is a positive definite Hermitian 
to say of the first term Therefore L(rjJ) is positive semi-definite， if
negative semi-definitεmatrix. Thus， we obtain 
THEOREM 4. A vector bundle over a l-coml台lete




Suppose thatπ :E一一→ M be a vector bundle over a Stein manifold JI，主
Using a strongly function on j];f diverging to∞ at the of we 
can introduce on the fibres of E a Hermitian metric， such that E is with 
respect to this metric. Therefore wεcan construct on E， in the same way as the above， 
strongly pseudoconvex function diverging to∞at the 
We can prove similarly that every holomorphic vector bundle over a strongly 
q-complete manifold is strongly 
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